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sjr scientific journal rankings scimago journal country
May 01 2024

sjr is a metric that measures the scientific impact of journals based on the number of citations received by their articles the web page shows the top 50 journals ranked by sjr h index total documents references citations and
cites per document

impact factor wikipedia
Mar 31 2024

the impact factor if or journal impact factor jif of an academic journal is a scientometric index calculated by clarivate that reflects the yearly mean number of citations of articles published in the last two years in a given journal
as indexed by clarivate s of science

of science master journal list wos mjl by clarivate
Feb 28 2024

find journals indexed in the of science platform including impact factor editorial rigor and citation connections search by discipline region or manuscript topic using manuscript matcher

journal citation reports
Jan 29 2024

please enable javascript to continue using this application

journal impact factors apa publishing apa
Dec 28 2023

find the latest impact factors of apa journals calculated by clarivate analytics based on citations in of science learn how the impact factor is measured and browse all journal impact factors

the clarivate analytics impact factor of science group
Nov 26 2023

learn how to use the impact factor a measure of the frequency with which the average article in a journal is cited for evaluating journals find out the advantages limitations and applications of the impact factor in different
contexts

journal impact factors annual reviews
Oct 26 2023
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the jounal impact factor jif is a measure that provides a ratio of citations to a journal in a given year to the citable items in the prior two years more information is available from clarivate download annual reviews 2023 edition
jcr rankings in excel format see our full list of published journals

impact factor rankings annual reviews
Sep 24 2023

see our full list of published journals annual review of rank category name ranked journals in category impact factor cited half life immediacy index journal citation indicator jci

journal impact factor jif clarivate
Aug 24 2023

definition the average number of times articles from a journal published in the past two years have been cited in the journal citations report jcr year when to use it journal impact though not a strict mathematical average the
journal impact factor provides a functional approximation of the mean citation rate per citable item

journal metrics nature
Jul 23 2023

5 year impact factor 60 9 immediacy index 13 7 eigenfactor score 1 10309 article influence score 26 4 2023 usage metrics article level metrics are also available on each article

journal metrics scientific data nature
Jun 21 2023

2 year impact factor 9 8 5 year impact factor 10 8 immediacy index 0 9 eigenfactor score 0 04464 article influence score 33 2023 usage metrics article level metrics are

scopus metrics elsevier
May 21 2023

journal level metrics citescore metrics introduced in 2016 a family of eight indicators to analyze the publication influence of serial titles citescore metrics offer more robust timely and accurate indicators of a serial title s impact

find impact factor of journal online resurchify
Apr 19 2023

search engine for checking journal impact factor you can check impact factor of journals issn number of citations publisher ranking and other important details of more than 15000 journals and conferences from over 4 000
international publishers in different areas
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journal profile clarivate
Mar 19 2023

journal impact factor jif trend and calculation with and without self citations journal impact factor contributing items journal citation indicator jci trend total citations citation distribution open access oa items and citations rank
by journal impact factor jif rank by journal citation indicator jci

journal metrics science aaas
Feb 15 2023

the metrics listed below originate from third party services of science and scopus metrics data are current as of june 2023 sources 1 of science 2 scopus

journal metrics acs publications
Jan 17 2023

five year journal impact factor the five year journal impact factor is the average number of times articles from the journal published in the past five years have been cited in the journal citation reports jcr year

scopus
Dec 16 2022

scopus is the world s leading source of citation metrics for academic journals learn how citescore measures the impact and quality of journals across disciplines and regions

journal impact metrics the lancet
Nov 14 2022

if you click on a journal name in the left column you can learn more about that journal s scope our reach and impact the editorial team and more journal journal impact factor jif 2022 journal citation reports clarivate 2023 5
year impact factor 2022 journal citation reports clarivate 2023

journal citation reports 2021 release 2020 data clarivate
Oct 14 2022

what is the jcr the jcr is an annual report that distills citation trend data from the of science core collection to help you understand journal performance view journal impact factor and other metrics data represents a snapshot in
time the 2021 edition reflects citations from literature published in 2020

measuring a journal s impact elsevier
Sep 12 2022
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journal impact factor jif is calculated by clarivate analytics as the average of the sum of the citations received in a given year to a journal s previous two years of publications linked to the journal but not necessarily to specific
publications divided by the sum of citable publications in the previous two years
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